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1. INTRODUCTION

During the summer of 1999, tropospheric
chemistry measurements were taken as part of the
Northeast Oxidant and Particulate Study (NEOPS).
The prima~ NEOPS air sampling station was in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. At the rural Centerton,
New Jersey, site, southeast of Philadelphia, sodar
and RASS (radio acoustic sounding system)
measurements were obtained to determine the wind
direction and the boundary layer height. Balloon
soundings with relative humidity, temperature, and
pressure sensors were taken in the morning, at noon,
and in the afternoon.

The preliminary chemistw results for the rural
Centerton site are the focus of this paper. In
particular, nitrogen dioxide (NOZ) and peroxyacetyl
nitrate (PAN) data were obtained by using a new,
second-generation fast gas chromatography system
with Iuminol detection. We describe this second-
generation instrument and compare the results with
conventional nitrogen oxide measurements taken
simultaneously.

An important intermediate in the photochemical
production of ozone, PAN acts as a reservoir for N02
(Singh, 1987; Finlayson-Pitis and Pitts, 2000), which
is a key species in the photochemical formation of
ozone. Measurements of these species at time
intervals shorter than one minute have been difficult
in the past, The data reported here for NOZ and PAN
are at one-minute intervals, and our system is
capable of 30-second analyses.

Ozone, nitrogen oxides (NOX), ultraviolet-B
(UV-B), and nephelometry data were obtained at
Centerton at one-minute intervals for approximately
two weeks. Aerosol samples taken with cascade
impactors were analyzed for 2’OPb, *’”Po, and 2’OBias
a means of estimating the aerosol residence times.
NO emissions from nearby cornfields observed during
the period will be discussed in terms of the potential
that HONO is the source of that phenomenon. Early
morning production rates of PAN and ozone were
found to correlate well with UV-B and with boundaty
layer height. Late afternoon rates were lower,
consistent with higher mixing heights and the lower
reaction rates anticipated for reactive hydrocarbon
removal. Observations of late afternoon ozone levels
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exceeding 80 ppb on a number of days will be
discussed in terms of local and regional production
and transport of ozone.

2. SECOND-GENERATION LUMINOL SYSTEM

The PANs are typically monitored by using gas
chromatography with electron capture detection (see
reviews by Gaffney et al., 1989; Roberts, 1990).
However, this approach is affected by a significant
oxygen response and water vapor impacts, and time
resolution faster than about 4 minutes is difficult to
achieve. Typically measurements are done at 15- to
30-minute resolution (for example, see Gaffney et al.,
1999).

We have demonstrated that fast gas capillary
chromatography with Iuminol detection can
accomplish direct measurement of N02 and PAN in
less than one minute. The first-generation fast gas
chromatographic-luminol detection system for NOZ
and PAN was described in detail previously (Gaffney
et al., 1998).

We modified our first instrument by replacing the
Unisearch (Scintrex) LMA-3 Iuminol detection system
with a reaction cell and a Hamamatsu photon counting
system (HC-135). The photon counting system is
computer controlled with Q-Basic software written by
us for this application. A smaller peristaltic pump and
mass flow controllers were added to maintain flow
rates in the system. The second-generation
instrument is now capable of 30-second time
resolution. Data obtained for NOZ and PAN at the
Centerton, New Jersey, site are in Figure 1. J34N
calibrations were with PAN synthesized with the wet
chemical method (Gaffney et al., 1984). Field
calibrations were done with NO* standards. Our N02
and PAN data were in excellent agreement with NOY
measurements taken at the same site.

3. OTHER INSTRUMENTATION

Ozone was monitored by using a Dasibi UV-
absorption monitor. Ozone data for the Centerton site
are in Figure 2. At this fairly rural New Jersey site, a
number of ozone events exceeded 100 ppb during the
study period. A Thermo Electron chemiluminescent
nitrogen oxide analyzer was used for NO and NOY
measurements. A Richardson-Berger UV-B monitor
was used to obtain UV-B data. Nephelometry
measurements and aerosol analyses were also
performed at the si~bpc) ev~late the atmospheric
residence times, and 2’OPo were
determined as a functio~ of ~erosol size (Marley



et al., 2000). Dr. Richard Coulter and colleagues
made meteorological measurements at the site by
using radiosondes for temperature and helium-filled
balloons for relative humidity. A sodar and a RASS
system were also operated to obtain wind fields. That
aspect of the work is beyond the scope of this paper.

4. RESULTS

As Figures 1 and 2 show, the PAN levels and
ozone levels measured at the Centerton site were
quite high, The potential for transport into this rural
area from the Philadelphia, New York, and Baltimore
areas will be examined as the meteorological
information is analyzed further and also modeled.

Here, we highlight observations at a location near
a cornfield. On a number of mornings with very calm
conditions, we observed NO emissions, a well-known
phenomenon studied previously by a number of
researchers (Wesely, 2000). An interesting, clear
feature of our measurements is a very rapid rise in
NO at daybreak at a height of 5 m. Figure 3 presents
data for one of the days on which we observed this
feature. Note that the NO emissions occurred at
sunrise (UV-B indicator) and that the ozone in the
shallow boundary layer was titrated by the NO.

Our NOZ measurements confirm the data in
Figure 3, with a slight lag from the NO to NOZ
conversion observed. Because deposition of nitrogen
oxides to surfaces (HNOS, etc.) is known to lead to
the formation of HONO in indoor air and in urban
centers (Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000), we propose
that similar chemistries are occurring in rural soils.
Very rapid NO production associated with the
photolysis of HONO would be a reasonable
explanation for the observed rapid increase in NO at
daybreak.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This work demonstrated that the second-
generation fast gas chromatographic Iuminol detection
system for monitoring NOZ and PAN can be run for
reasonably long periods for ground-based field sites.
Our original goal was to use this instrument for
aircraft operations, but clearly it has applications in
ground measurements as well.

Rapid measurements of NO and radiation suggest
that HONO produced on soils is photolyzed in the
early morning to generate a rapid burst of NO like that
observed during our studies, at a location where
neither local sources nor major nearby highways
exist. The potential for HONO to be the source of NO
has some interesting implications for soil chemistu,
the early morning boundary layer, or both, depending
on whether HONO is on the soil surface or in the air.
This is because photolysis leads to production of OH,

a very strong oxidizing agent. Clearly, better radiation
measurements and direct measurement of HONO to
assess this process and its importance in rural ozone
and oxidant production would be of interest.

We are currently continuing the analysis of this
data set and will be exploring the transport of
chemicals into the area by using the meteorological
data obtained at the site.
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Figure 3.
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